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Background & Motivation Experiments

u Feature dropout (FD): conventional dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014), 
applied on hidden representations of networks.

u Structure dropout (SD): randomly drops some entire substructures or 
components from the whole model.

u Data dropout(DD): randomly drops out some tokens in an input sequence.

l Neural Machine Translation

l Text Classification

l Effects of Different Dropout Rates
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l Overfitting

Table 1: Statistics IWSLT14 datasets

l Background
u Great success of Transformer in NLP tasks.
u The over-parameterization of Transformer.
u Dropout is a popular regularization method. 

Proposed UniDrop

l UniDrop: unites three different-level dropout techniques
from fine-grain to coarse-grain into Transformer models

l Goal
u Achieve stronger Transformer or even SOTA 

results with various dropout techniques only.

l Advantages
u Free of extra model architecture design, save computational costs.
u Free of knowledge enhancement, don’t require extra resources.

u FD-1 (attention dropout): applied to the attention weight A, A = QK⊤.
u FD-2 (activation dropout): applied after the activation function between the 

two linear transformations of FFN sub-layer.
u FD-3 (query, key, value dropout): adds dropout to query Q, key K, and value 

V before calculating attention.
u FD-4 (output dropout): applies dropout to the output features before linear 

transformation for softmax classification.

l Feature Dropout

u Adopt LayerDrop (Fan et al., 2020) as the structure dropout, which drops some 
entire layers at training time and directly reduces the Transformer model size.

l Structure Dropout

u Direct data dropout brings the risk of losing high-quality training samples.
u Propose a two-stage data dropout strategy:

l Data Dropout

l UniDrop Integration

u Metric: BLEU score
u Datasets: IWSLT14 translation datasets

u Metric: Accuracy
u Datasets: GLUE tasks and Typical 

text classification datasets

Analysis

l Ablation Study

Table 2: Comparison with existing works on 
IWSLT- 2014 De→En translation task.

Table 3: Machine translation results

Table 4: Statistics of text classification datasets

Table 5: Accuracy on GLUE tasks (dev set)

Table 6: Accuracy on the typical text classification datasets

Table 7: Ablation study of data dropout and different feature dropout.
Figure 3: The dev loss of different models on 

IWSLT14 De→En translation task.

Figure 4: BLEU scores of Transformer+UniDrop on IWSLT14 De→En translation task when 
varying the rates on the setting (FD=0.1, SD=0.1, DD=0.2) .

Figure 1: Structure and overview of feature dropout

Figure 2: UniDrop illustration. The gray positions denote applying the corresponding dropout.

u Theoretically demonstrate that the
above three dropout techniques can
regularize Transformer from different
aspects.

u They can work together to prevent 
Transformer from overfitting.

Ø Given a sequence, with probability "#, we keep the original sequence and do 
not apply data dropout. If data dropout is applied, for each token, with another 
probability ", we will drop the token. 
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